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LHS Earth Science Symposium Presentation 
Grade Sheet 

Student ___________________________________ Class _____  Teacher__________________ 

Slideshow Presentation Total Points= 100 

Presentation Section Point 
Value 

Author Student Reviewer Teacher 

Introduction/Overview 10 
Research Methods 10 
Results/Data 10 
Discussion 10 
Conclusions/Implications 10 
Literature 
Review/References 5 

Figures/Graphs/Photos 10 
Parenthetical Citations 5 
Slide 
Format/Professionalism 5 

Oral Presentation 10 
Questions/Answers 10 
Timing 5 

Total 100 

Expectations for the presentation 

Introduction/Overview Does the student begin by introducing them self? Did the 
student explain why they chose this topic? Did they introduce the problem in its 
historic and/or societal context? 

Research Methods Does it clearly describe, in detail, the range of methods used by 
the scientists to study, gather, and analyze the data including where and/or when the 
data was collected?  Does it mention any obstacles encountered by the scientists? 

Results/Data Does it clearly summarize the data collected and the results of the 
experiments conducted by scientists?  Does it include quantitative data and describe 
the trends reported by the scientists?  Are data tables, graphs, photos, etc. included 
where appropriate? 

Discussion Does it discuss the interpretations made by the scientists regarding their 
data?  Does it address additional questions raised by the scientists in the articles?  
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Does the student address additional questions or ideas for further research expressed 
by the scientists? 

Conclusions and Implications Is there a concise summary conclusion the brings the 
reader back to the “Big Picture”?  Does it describe the implications and impacts on 
society, the environment, the economy, etc?  Does the student explain why this topic is 
important in real life and/or how the research might be otherwise applied?  Does the 
student express his/her own suggestions for future studies to build upon our existing 
knowledge of this topic?  
Literature Review/References Did the student introduce a list of at least 6 
references? 

Figures/Graphs/Photos Does the slideshow make effective use of figures, graphics or 
photos with captions?  Do all images contain parenthetical citations as needed? 

Parenthetical Citations Did the student use parenthetical citations correctly 
throughout the slides as needed? 

Slide Format/Professionalism Does the grammar, spelling, use of language and 
general organizations of the slideshow give the impression that the student carefully 
drafted, and repeatedly edited the slideshow? 

Oral Presentation Did the student speak clearly and confidently?  Was the oral 
presentation well organized to match the slides and did they maintain consistent eye 
contact with the audience? Was there evidence that the student had rehearsed the oral 
presentation? 

Questions/Answers Did the student clearly and effectively respond to the questions 
from the judges?  Did they make use of slides and references to respond to some of the 
questions? 

Timing Did the student’s slide and oral presentation fit the prescribed 6-8 minute 
limit? 
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